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Introduction

The problem of Lagrange, in the calculus of variations, is that of minimizing

an integral

(i) J=\  Sixtyit ••-tyn,y\, ••• ,y'n)dx

with respect to curves which join two fixed points, 1 and 2, and satisfy a

system of differential equations of the form

(2) <j>ßix,yi, ■•• ,yn,y'i, ••• ,y'n) = 0

(ß = 1, 2, •••, m, m < n).

For this problem proofs of the necessity of the Euler-Lagrange Rule and

the conditions of Weierstrass and Legendre are obtainable without the use

of the second variation, f For the Jacobi condition, however, the situation

is less satisfactory. Kneser's proofj of this condition, which is based on

the theory of envelopes, excludes important special cases, while the proofs

that utilize the second variation, though more inclusive,! involve elaborate

and complicated transformations. Similar remarks apply to the derivations

of the Legendre condition by Clebsch|| and von Escherich,1f both proofs

being based on transformations of the second variation. Hahn's deduction**

of the Legendre condition from that of Weierstrass is more direct.

The object of this paper is to secure inclusive proofs of the necessity of the

Legendre and Jacobi conditions by means of the second variation, but with-

out the use of complicated transformations.    If the curves of the family

* Presented to the Society, April 21, 1916.

t Bolza, Vorlesungen über Variationsrechnung, pp. 558, 603.

t Bolza, loe. cit., p. 610.
§ In this connection see remarks by Bolza, loc. cit., p. 634.

HJournal für Mathematik, vol. 55 (1858), p. 254.
If S i t z ungs b eri ch t e der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissen-

schaften zu Wien, vol. 107 (1898), p. 1267.
** Monatshefte für Mathematik und Physik, vol. 17 (1906), p. 295.

See also Bolza, loc. cit., p. 607.
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(3) yi = Viix,e) (Í = 1,2, ...,n),

pass through the points 1 and 2, satisfy equations (2), and contain, for the

parameter value e = 0, the minimizing curve En,

yi = yiix, 0),
then the function

(4) Jie) =  I   fix,yix,e),y'ix,e))dx

must have a minimum for e = 0.   The arc Fi2 must be an extremal, and

there exists a set of functions Xfl ( a; ) iß = 1,2, •• • ,m), such that if

F=/+I>8

then the derivatives J' (0) and J" (0) are expressible in the forms*

J'iO)=   rZiViFn + v'iF^dx,

J"iO)= fjliViVkFSiVi + 2Vi v'kFViV'k + v'i v'kFJJ )dx,
Jxx     tk * *

where the functions Viix) are the variations of the family (3), defined by the

relations

fn (dyjx,e)\
(5) \—dT-)^=rii{x)'

If the arc Fi2 minimizes the integral (1) the first variation J' ( 0 ) must vanish,

and the condition

(6) J" (0)2:0

must also be satisfied, at least in the normal case, for every set of functions

Viix) which satisfy the equations

(7) *3(«, i7i, •••, tin, Vi, '•• ,vn) = 2^1 7,i~d^~.+1,i~d7. ) = °'

(8) u,(*i) = ij<(»,) =0.

The condition (6) implies a problem of Lagrange in the a;i7-space of pre-

cisely the same type as the original problem in the a;y-space. The integral

to be minimized is J" ( 0 ), and the equations of condition corresponding to

equations (2) are the equations (7). To this a^-problem we apply the Euler-

Lagrange Rule, the Weierstrass condition, and the corner-point condition, f

all of which would necessarily be included in a complete discussion of the

* Bolza, loc. cit., p. 558 and p. 620.

t Bolza, loc. cit., p. 571.
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Lagrange problem, and which, as was remarked above, may be derived with-

out the use of the second variation. The application of the Weierstrass con-

dition to the zrç-problem just described furnishes a proof of the Legendre

condition for the ZM-probleni which is even simpler than that of Hahn. The

Euler-Lagrange Rule and the corner-point condition lead to a proof of the

Jacobi condition which includes the exceptional cases of Kneser's method,

and which is much more simple and direct than the proofs which are based

on the usual elaborate transformations of the second variation.

1. Preliminary definitions and theorems

In this paper the following notations will be used:

Wi~    "        Wi~    " àVi'*"' dy'i'^'

d2F d2F d2F

dyi dyk " Fa '        dyi dy'k " *'* * dyi dy'k " Kik '

The various indices a,i,r, etc., will always have the ranges:

a,ß = 1,2,'•• ,m;       i, j, k = 1,2, • • •, n;       r, s = 1,2, • • • ,n — m;

A = 1,2, •••,2m;       v = 1,2, ■•• ,2n + m;

and the integral (1) and the equations (2) and (7) will be written in the ab-

breviated forms

/»as,

J=\    fix,y,y')dx;       tpß (x,y,y') = 0;       $ß(x, r¡, n') =
vx\

0.

Concerning the functions/, d>ß, and the arc Fi2 the following hypotheses are

made:

(.4) The arc Ei2 is of class* C" throughout the interval (xi, x2), and passes

through two fixed points 1 and 2.

(B) The functions f(x, y, y'), <j>ß(x, y, y') are continuous and possess

continuous partial derivatives of the first three orders in a region T of points

(x, y, y'), containing the values (x, y, y') along Ei2 in its interior.

(0) The arc En minimizes the integral (1) with respect to curves which lie

entirely within the region T, pass through the points 1 and 2, and satisfy the

differential equations (2).

(D) The arc Ei2 is normal in every sub-interval ( £i, £2 ) of ( Xi, x2 ), i. e.,

the only system of m functions kß(x) of class C in (£i, £2), which satisfies the

equations

* A curve is said to be of class C(n) if its coordinates, y,{x), are continuous and possess

continuous derivatives of the first n orders.
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is X|3 = 0.

(F) At every point of the arc Eu the condition

1^.14=0
is satisfied.

An admissible curve is defined as a curve of class D' ,* which lies entirely

within the region T, passes through the points 1 and 2, and satisfies equa-

tions (2). The variations of a one parameter family (3) are the functions

Viix) defined by equations (5). A set of functions Viix) which satisfy

equations (7) and (8) is called a set of admissible variations, and it may be

provedf as a result of the hypotheses just made that the elements v% ( x ) of

every solution of equations (7) and (8) are the variations of a one-parameter

family (3).

Let the family (3) be a set of admissible curves containing the minimizing

arc Fi2 for the parameter value e = 0. Substituting the functions y,(x,e)

in the integral (1) we obtain the function «7(e) of equation (4). In terms

of the notations described above the conditions on the derivatives J' ( 0 )

and J" i 0 ) are expressible in the forms

(9) J'(0)=  r2ZiViFi + v'iGi)dx = 0,
Jxi      i

J"iO) =  r^iViVkPik + 2viv'kQik + v'iVkRik)dx SO,
Jii      ik

and these equations must be satisfied for every set of admissible variations

Viix). A consequence of the vanishing of the first variation (9) is the well-

known Euler-Lagrange Rule:

If Fi2 is a minimizing arc there exists a set of multipliers Xp ( a; ) such that at

every point of Fi2 the equations

(10) ft-^-0

are satisfied.

An arc of class C", whose coordinates y i with m functions X^ ( x ), of class

0', satisfy equations (2) and (10), is called an extremal. Under the hypotheses

made the following theorems may be proved :%

Theorem 1. If x' and x" are the abscissas of two arbitrary points P' and

P" on the arc Ei2, then an n parameter family of curves

* A curve of class D(n) is continuous and is composed of a finite number of arcs, each of

which is of class C(n).

t Bolza, loc. cit., p. 568.
% Bolza, loc. cit., pp. 604, 565.
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m; = y¡(x, h, ■■■ , bn)

can always be found, with the following properties:

(a) The family contains the arc Ei2for the values (bi, • • • ,bn) = (0, •••,0),

Xi Si x =1 x2, as indicated by the conditions

yi(x,0, ••• ,0) = yi(x).

(b) The functions yi,y\, dyi/dbk, d2 yi/dxdbk are continuous within a certain

neighborhood of the values (x,bi, • ■ • ,bn) defining the arc Fi2.

(c) The curves all pass through the point P', i. e.,

yi(x', bi, •■•, bn) = yi(x').

(d) The functions yi(x,bi, • • • ,bn) satisfy equations (2).

(e) For the values x = x", (bi, • • • ,bn) = ( 0, • • •, 0 ), defining the point

P" the condition

^   4=0
dbk   +U

is satisfied.

Theorem 2. To every normal extremal arc of class C" there belongs an unique

set of multipliers Xß ( x ).

With the aid of Theorem 1 the Weierstrass condition* may now be derived.

Through an arbitrary point 3 on the arc Fi2 a curve 0 is drawn,

Vi = £••(*),

whose coordinates are of class 0' and satisfy        ^ ^

equations (2).   The values y't(x3) maybe ^^^/^

assigned arbitrarily, except that the set of /\

values x3, yi(x3), y'i(x3) must lie entirely /     \

within the region T and satisfy condition / \

( E ).   Let 4 be a point on the curve 0 whose / ^^,-\z-^

abscissa   is   a;4 = x3 — e,   (e > 0).     By        e^-Jí> \

Theorem 1 we can draw through a point 0   /^

on the arc Fi2 a curve 0 of class C, 1

y¡ = üi(x,e),

which satisfies equations (2), passes through the point 4,

yi(xlt e) = y   xt),

and reduces to the arc Fi2 for the value e = 0.

The one-parameter family V,

V = Fio + 004 + 043 + E32,

* Bolza, loc. cit., p. 603.
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is a set of admissible curves. Since all the arcs satisfy equations (2),/may be

replaced by F, and the function J ( e ) i or the family V expressed in the form

J(e) =  I    Fdx+ I    Fdx+ I    Fda; +  I    Fcfc,
*^*l «/¡to t'*4 **xl

where the multipliers kß(x) are those belonging to the arc Fi2. Now J(e)

must be an increasing function for the value e = 0, and consequently the

condition J'(0) SO must be satisfied. On evaluating J'(0) with the aid

of partial integration and equations (10) the following condition, due to

Weierstrass, is obtained:

7/ the arc En minimizes the integral (1) the condition

E(x,y(x),y'(x),p,\) = F(x, y(x),p,\) - F(x,y(x),y'(x),\)

-HiPi-y'i)Gi(x,y(x),y'(x),\)^0
i

must be satisfied at every point P of En for all values Pi = y\ belonging to an

admissible arc through P.

2. A NECESSARY CONDITION AT A CORNER POINT

A continuous curve Mt- = m,- ( x ) is said to have a corner point at x = x3 if

the condition
y'i(x3 -0) *y'i(x3 + 0)

is satisfied for at least one value of i. To derive a necessary condition that a

curve with a corner point shall minimize the integral (1) suppose given two

normal extremal arcs of class 0":

Fis : m¿ = yi(x),       E32 : m< = yi(x),

which join the fixed points 1 and 3, and 3 and 2 respectively. Let the curve

Fi2 composed of the arcs Fi3 and F32 minimize the integral (1) with respect

to admissible curves.

By Theorem 1 an M-parameter family of curves can be found,

(11) yi = yiix,bi, ••• ,bn),

which are of class 0', pass through the point 1, contain the arc Fi2 for the

values (6i, •••,bn) = (0, ---jO), satisfy equations (2), and for which

the condition
I dyi I

(12)
dbk

*0

is satisfied for the values x = x3, (bi, ■ • ■, b„) = (0, • • •, 0) defining the

point 3.
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The parameters bk may be determined as functions of new parameters e,- so

that the conditions

(13) yi (a-3, bi, ■■• ,bn) = e, + yi ix3)

are satisfied. For, corresponding to the values ( ex, • • •, e„ ) = ( 0, • • •, 0 )

there is a solution, 6, = 0, of equations (13). Since the condition (12) is

satisfied for the values x = x3, (&i, • • • ,bn) = (0, • • •, 0) it is possible to

solve equations (13) for the bi and obtain n functions

(14) bi = biiei, ••• ,en),

which are of class 0' within a certain neighborhood | ek \ < d and satisfy the

conditions 6<(0, •••,0) = 0. Substitution of the functions (14) in equa-

tions (11) gives an n-parameter family of curves

(15) yi = yiix, ei, •••, en),

which pass through the point 1,

(16) yiixi,ei, ■■• ,e„) = yiixi),

contain the arc Fi2 for the values (ex, • • •, en) = (0, • • •, 0), and satisfy

the conditions

(17) «¿(Z3, ei, •••, e„) = e¿ + yiix3).

In the same manner we construct a second family of curves

(18) yi = yiix, ei, ••■, en),

which pass through the point 2,

(19) yiix2, ei, ■•-, e„) = ytix2),

contain the arc F12 for the values (ei, • • •, e„) = (0, • • •, 0), and satisfy

the conditions

(20) y~iix3, ei, ■■•, en) = e{ + yiix3).

The arcs (15) and (18) form an n parameter family of admissible curves.

It is therefore permissible to replace / by F and consider the integral

/»is

Jiei, ■■• ,en) =  I    Fix,yix,e),y'ix,e),\)dx
t/xi

+ 1    Fix,yix,e),y'ix,e),\)dx,
Jx,

in which the functions X^ ( x ) and Xs (x ) are the multipliers belonging to

F13 and F32 respectively. Since «7(0, ---jO) must be a minimum the

conditions
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ßj rx¡ fît

(21)    ñ-=  I    H(vikFi + r1'ikGi)dx+ \    T,(VikFi + :ñ'ikGi)dx = 0
OVk       JXl      i «Ar8      i

must be satisfied, where

dyi        -        dyi
Vik = dëk'     *a",5í¡'     {eu •••'e»> = i°» ••■'°)-

Apply now the usual integration by parts and use equations (10).   Equations

(21) then become

(22) ÇluaK + ÇiafcE-O.

But from equations (16) and (19)

Vikixi) = rjikixi) = 0,

and from equations (17) and (20)

VikiX3)  = VikiX3)  = 5,-jfc,

where 8ik is zero for ¿ 4= k and unity for i = k. On substituting these values

in equations (22) we obtain

Giix,y,y' ,\)\Xs = Gi(x, y, y' ,k)\x,.

The following necessary condition at a corner point may therefore be stated:

If the minimizing curve En has a corner point at x = x3 the conditions

Gi(x3-0) = 0,-(a:3 + O) (*- 1,2, •••,»)

must be satisfied.

3. The Legendre condition

If we write

(23) 0}(x, n, v') = l^iviVkPik + 2vi7]'k Qik + rji yl Rik),
ik

then the condition

(24) J"iO) =  ra(x,v,7]')dx^0
*Jx,

must be satisfied for every set of admissible variations w» ( x ). The xn-

problem implied in this condition is of precisely the same type as the original

problem in a;M-space. In the first place it is clear from equations (23) and

(7) that ce and <P3 , as functions of x, n, v', satisfy the continuity conditions (B).

Furthermore, since

?[^t-£(^)j-?[>'*"-¿<x'*»4
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it follows from hypothesis (D) that every extremal of the a^-problem is normal

throughout the interval ( Xi, x2 ). We may therefore apply to the ^-problem

the theory previously de /eloped.

By the Euler-Lagrange rule the coordinates Vi of a curve which minimizes

the integral J" ( 0 ) must satisfy, with m functions ps of class C, the equations

(25) 0.-^-0,

where

ß = w + 2~L Pa *3 •

Equations (25), when written out, form with equations (7) the system

Jl   Vk Pik + v'kQik — -fa i vie Qki + v'k Rik )

W +E[p00*i-¿(P3\M] = O,

Z)[0fl.í?i + tn;v'i] = 0.

Equations (26i), which are linear and homogeneous in Vi, p8 and their deriva-

tives, are known in the theory of the second variation as the Jacobi equations.

It will be understood hereafter that the elements w¿ ( x ), pß ( x ) of a solution

(m; p) of equations (26) are of class 0" and 0' respectively.

If now the condition (24) is satisfied the arc in x^-space,

0 : Vi = 0,       Xitâ x ?= x2,

must be a minimizing extremal for the integral J" ( 0 ), since its coordinates

Vi, with the multipliers p^ = 0, satisfy equations (26) and give J" ( 0 ) its

minimum value zero. The uniqueness of the set of multipliers p3 = 0 is a

consequence of hypothesis (7)). Since the arc 0 minimizes the integral J" ( 0 )

in the z?7-space the Weierstrass condition for the ^-problem,

(27) Eix,v,v',ï,p)^0,

must be satisfied at every point P of the arc 0 for all values f¿ = v\ belonging

to an admissible arc through P. The condition (27) for the integral (24)

reduces to the condition that

(28) Eft-»*-.** SO,
ik

at every point of 0, and equations (262) become

(29) Z^*f* = 0,

where the arguments of Rik and ^j. are the values x, y i ix), y\ ix), Xs ix)
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defining the arc Fi2. We have therefore the following analogue of the Le-

gendre condition, due to Clebsch :

If the arc En minimizes the integral (1) the condition (28) must be satisfied

at every point of En, for all values ft- which satisfy equations (29).

4. The Jacob! condition

In deriving the Jacobi condition by the methods of this paper the following

lemma is useful:

Lemma 1. Let (u; p) be a solution of equations (26) such that the functions

Ui, u'i, pa , all vanish for some value £, xi Si £ Si x2.   If the determinant

,OA, j, , ,    -  . Ril  • ■ • Rin,       tyli • • • tymi
(30) R(x,y,y,\)=^^^^n¡      0_Q

is different from zero along the arc En, then

Ui(x) = 0,       u'i(x) = 0,       pB(x)=0,       cr-i Si z Si z2.

Differentiate equations (262) with respect to i. If P 4= 0 the resulting

equations may then be solved with (26i) for v'i and p'ß . A system is thus

obtained of the form

foi\    ^»'       ' ^ i i     \ dfiß      ,   , ,     ,
(   '     lx=Vi'        ~fa = 9iix>V,V > p),       -fa = hß (x, n, 7]', p.)

with second members linear and homogeneous in the variables rn, n'i, pß.

Every solution of (26) is also a solution of (31). Now it is well known* from

the theory of differential equations that there is one, and but one, solution

of equations (31) which assumes for a given value of a; a prescribed set of

initial values. In particular, there is an unique solution which assumes the

values (0,0,0) for x = £.   Since this solution is evidently

Vi — 0,       i?i = 0,       /us = 0,

the lemma follows at once.

Assume now that a solution ( u ; p ) of equations (26) can be found in which

the functions m,- ( x ) vanish for two values £i, £2,

(32) Mi(£i) = 0 = «i(&),       zsi£i < £2 <x2,

without all being identically zero throughout the interval ( £i, £2 ). The

curve 0 in the £7?-space defined by the conditions

Vi = 0, Ms = 0, xi ^x =i £i,

rii = Ui(x),       pß=pß(x),      £ií!a;Si¿2,

Vi = 0, pß = 0, ¿2Sia;Sia;2,

' Bolza, loe. cit., p. 171.
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is an admissible curve for the ^-problem, and has corner points possibly at

£ i and £ 2. If the curve 0 minimizes the integral J" ( 0 ) the corner point

condition

(33) O,;(&-0) =ß„;(£2 + 0)

must be satisfied.    Furthermore

(34) *fl(*.U,u')li, = 0.

Since the values »7» ( £2 ) are all zero, while

i.(fc-o)-«;(&),    ^;(£2 + o) = o,

the conditions (33) and (34) may be written

X) 2m* ft* + 2~2 Pfi ̂a<li, = 0,
* s

2-,2uk\l/ßk = 0.

If now the determinant (30) is different from zero at x = £2 then the only

solution of equation (35) is

(36) iá(&)-0,       pfl(fc) = 0.

But if equations (32) and the cornerpoint conditions (36) are satisfied it

follows from Lemma 1 that

M»(a;)s=0,       pa(a;)=:0,       Xi =i x =5 x2,

which contradicts the hypothesis that the functions u>(x) do not all vanish

identically. Therefore the corner point conditions (36) are not satisfied, and

consequently the curve 0 cannot minimize the integral J" ( 0 ).

Consider next the value of the integral J" ( 0 ) taken over the curve 0.

Since equations (262) are satisfied at every point of 0, co may be replaced

by ß and the integral J" ( 0 ) for the xrç-curve 0 expressed in the form

(37) J"(0) =   (*tiix,u,u',p)dx.

Now by Euler's theorem on homogeneous functions

2ß =  Y, («* ß«, + M* ß< )  + 2 P0 ßP„ «

where the last sum vanishes, since

along 0.    The integral (37) then becomes

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 31
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J"iO) = \ f2Z(w*ßu +u'A>)dx.
¿ Jçx      k * *

After integrating by parts, and using equations (25), it follows that

/"(0)=|Çu*Q„;]* = O,

on account of the conditions (32).

Since the curve 0 does not minimize the integral J" ( 0 ), and yet gives

it the value zero, it follows that there must exist an admissible arc in the

a;?7-space for which J" ( 0 ) is negative and consequently the condition (24)

not satisfied. In this event the arc F12 does not minimize the integral (1).

We may therefore state the following analogue of the Jacobi condition:

Consider an arc En that satisfies the conditions iA), . . ., (D) of section 1, and

along which the determinant (30) is different from zero. Let £1, £2 be any two

points

.Ti ^ £1 ^ x2,        Xi < £2 < x2l

where the values xi, x2 define the end points of the arc En. If En minimizes

the integral (1) there can exist no solution (m ; p) of equations (26) with ele-

ments Uiix) all vanishing at the end points of the interval ( £1, £2 ) but not identically

zero within it.

Two points ¿i, £2 with which there is associated a solution ( u ; p ) of equa-

tions (26) in which the functions m¿ ( x ) vanish at £1 and £2 without all being

identically zero in ( £1, £2 ), are said to be conjugate. If, in particular Xi = £1

the Jacobi condition may be stated:

If the arc Ei2 minimizes the integral (1) no point £ conjugate to Xi can lie

within the interval (Xi, x2).

5. Relations between the conjugate point and solutions of the Euler

equations

In the literature of the calculus of variations the conjugate points are

usually defined as the zeros of a determinant, the elements of which are ob-

tained by differentiating the general solution of equations (2) and (10) with

respect to the constants of integration. This definition furnishes methods of

great practical value for determining conjugate points, and it is therefore

desirable to show that these criteria may be obtained from the definition of

conjugate points given in the preceding section. For this purpose it is con-

venient to prove the following lemmas.

Lemma 2. If (z,-Ä ; rßa) is a system of 2n linearly independent solutions of

equations (26) every other solution (m ; p) of these equations is expressible in

the form
Ui = ¿J Ch Zih,       pa = 22 ch í"ba .

h h
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In the first place, the solutions of the system (31) satisfy the Jacobi equa-

tions (26i) and the conditions

(38) 12i4>ßiVi + ^ßiVi) = Cß.

By choosing the initial values of a solution of equations (31) properly it is

always possible to find a solution ( z ; r ) of the Jacobi equations (26i) in which

the functions z¿ ( x ) satisfy equations (38) for a prescribed set of values 08.

Consequently we can adjoin to the 2m solutions ( z¡h ; rßh ) of the lemma m

other solutions (¡s,-, 2n+a; rfl, 2n+a) of the Jacobi equations, in which the func-

tions Zi, 2n+a satisfy the conditions

(39) 1_, (tj)ßi Zi, 2n+a. + Ipßi Z'i, in+a)   =   5fia •
i

The 2m + m solutions of equations (31) thus obtained form a fundamental

system. To prove this, write the product of the determinants |^sa| and Pi

where

$ßa     tßr     <f>ßi     0

0      Ôar    0      0
1**1

0

0

Ôji

0

0

5.

Pi

In these determinants each element is a matrix whose dimensions are indi-

cated by the subscripts attached, or else by its position. The ranges of the

subscripts are those given at the beginning of section 1. The symbol S¿y

stands as usual for unity or zero according as i = j or i 4= j ■

Using the rows of |^8a| and the columns of Pi, and remembering that

the elements of the first 2m columns of Pi are solutions of equations (26),

while the elements of the last m columns satisfy equations (39), we obtain

the following product determinant of order 2m:

P2 =

Zrh

Zih

Suppose now that D2 vanishes for some value x3, xi Si x3 Si x2.   Then it is

always possible to find 2m constants Ch such that

(40)    1^chz'm+T, h(x3) = 0,       1^ChZih(x3) = 0,       12chrßhix3) = 0.
A h h

Let
«i(z) = Hchzih(x),       o-ß(x) = 1^chrßh(x).

h h

The  functions e< are solutions of equations  (262).    After substituting and

putting x = x3 it follows from (40) that
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2^8« »«k   =   0,
a

and consequently, since | \j/ßa | =# 0, that all the values v'a ( x3 ) are zero. Since

the functions Vi, v',, aß, all vanish at x3 it follows from Lemma 1 that u< and crp

are identically zero. But this contradicts the hypothesis that the 2ra solutions

izih ; rßh) are linearly independent. Therefore the determinants D2 and Di

cannot vanish anywhere in the interval ( Xi, x2 ), and consequently the 2ra + m

solutions (z,-„ ; rßv) of equations (31) form a fundamental system.

Let (m ; p) be any solution of equations (26).    Then it is also a solution of

equations (31) and is expressible in the form

(41) MÍ = 2~2 c» *'«»,        Ui = 2^, Cv «fr >       Pß = 12 e» ■> •
V V V

Multiply equations (41i) and (412) by 0p¡ and <pßi respectively and add the

resulting 2m equations. Since the functions m¿ and z<* are solutions of equa-

tions (26), while the functions z,-, 2n+a satisfy equations (39), it follows that the

constants c2n+a are all zero.    Therefore

Ui = 2~2°h Zih ,        Pß = 2~2°h rßh,
h h

which proves the lemma.

Lemma 3.    If (z« ; rßn) is a system of 2n solutions of equations (26), and

if the determinant
Zihix)

A ( x, xi )
Zih ixi)

does not vanish identically, then the zeros of A (x, Xi) determine the conjugate

points to 1.

First, let 3 be a point conjugate to 1. Then there is associated with the

point 3 a solution ( u ; p ) of equations (26) in which the functions m,- ( x )

vanish at Xi and x3 without all being identically zero throughout the interval

( Xi, x3 ). Since A ( x, x\ ) 4e 0 the 2re solutions ( Za ; rßa ) are linearly inde-

pendent, and consequently by Lemma 2 the functions m,- ( x ) are expressible

in the form

Uiix)  = 2~lchZih.
h

If now the functions u¡ ( x ) all vanish at Xi and x3 the conditions

(42) 2~lch zih ixi) = 0,       2~2chZihix3) = 0,
h h

must be satisfied.    This requires that A ( x3, xi ) = 0.    Therefore the abscissa

x3 of every point 3 conjugate to 1 is a zero of A ( x, Xi ).

Next, let A ( x3, xi ) = 0. Then it is always possible to determine 2«

constants ch such that equations (42) are satisfied.    If we define
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M< = 12 ch Zih,       Pß = 12 Ch rßh,
h h

we have a solution of equations (26) in which the functions m,- ( x ) vanish at

Xi and x3 and yet are not all identically zero in (xi, x3) on account of the

hypothesis that A (x, Xi) ^ 0. Therefore every zero x3 of the determinant

A (a;, Xi) is the abscissa of a point 3 which is conjugate to 1.

Lemma 4. If (zin ; r8„) is a system of n linearly independent solutions of

equations (26) such that for all values of i and k

(43) Zik(xi) = 0,

then every other solution (u ; p) in which the functions m,(x) all vanish for

x = xi is expressible in the form

u¡ = 12 Ck Zik,       Pa = £ et r8*.
k k

The proof is quite similar to that of Lemma 2. In the present instance

we adjoin to the n solutions ( z,-* ; rß k ) of the lemma n solutions ( z,-, n+k ', tß, n+k )

of equations (26), with the single hypothesis that

(44) Ik, •+*(*!) |*o,

and in addition the m solutions (zi¡2n+a; rßi2n+a) of equations (31) which

were used in the proof of Lemma 2. The 2n + m solutions of equations (31)

thus obtained form a fundamental system. To show this form the product

determinant D2 and assume that it vanishes for some value #3, xi Si x3 Si x2.

By precisely the same argument as that used in Lemma 2 it follows that

(45) 12chZih(x) m 0,       12chrßh(x) =0.
A A

On putting x = xi in equations (45) and using (43) and (44) it will be seen

that all the n constants Cn+k are zero.    Equations (45) then become

12ckZik(x) m 0,        12ckTßk(x) =0,
k k

which contradicts the hypothesis that the n solutions (z;*; rßk) are linearly

independent. Therefore the determinants P2 and Pi cannot vanish anywhere

in (xi,x2), and consequently the 2m + m solutions (zív ; ra„) of equations

(31) form a fundamental system. It follows at once from Lemma 2 that

every solution ( u ; p ) of equations (26) is expressible in the form

(46) Mi = 12 ch Zih,       Pß = 12 Ch rßh.
h h

If the functions Ui(x) all vanish at xi then

12chZih(xi) = 0,
h

and from the relations (43) and (44) it follows that the n constants Cn+k. are

all zero.    Equations (46) then become
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Ui = 2~2°k Zik,        pß = 2~2°k rßk.
k k

Lemma 5. If (z»t ; rßk) is a system of n solutions of equations (26) in which

the functions z¡k ix) all vanish at Xi, and if the determinant

Dix) = \zik\

does not vanish identically, then the zeros of D ix) determine the conjugate points

to 1.

First, let 3 be a point conjugate to 1, and (m ; p) the associated solution.

By Lemma 4

Ui  =   2~2°k Zik .
k

Since Ui i x3 ) = 0 the conditions

2~2ckZikix3)  = 0
k

must be satisfied, and therefore D ( x3 ) = 0, that is, the abscissa x3 of every

point 3 conjugate to 1 is a zero of D ( x ).   Again, suppose that

D(x,) = 0.

In this event n constants ck can be determined so that

2~lckZikix3)   =  0.
*

If we define

Ui = 2~2ck Zik,       Pa = 2~1 Ck rßk,
k k

we have a solution of equations (26) in which the functions m¿ ( x ) vanish at Xi

and x3 and yet are not all identically zero, on account of the hypothesis

D ix) 4e 0. Therefore every zero x3 of D (x) is the abscissa of a point 3

which is conjugate to 1.

As consequences of the foregoing lemmas we have the customary criteria

for determining the conjugate points, as follows:

Theorem.   Let

(47) yi = yiix,ci, •■■ ,c2n),       Xß = Xa ix, ci, •■-, c2n)

be a 2m parameter family of solutions of the Euler equations (10) and the equa-

tions of condition (2), containing the minimizing arc En and its multipliers for

the values ( Ci, • • • , c2n ) = ( 0, • • • , 0 ).    If the determinant

A(z, a:i) =

dyijx)

dch

dyijxi.)

dch
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does not vanish identically along En, i. e., when the constants Ch are all zero,

then the zeros of A ( x, Xi ) determine the conjugate points to 1 on En.

If the functions (47) are substituted in equations (2) and (10) identities in

x, Ci, • • ■, c2n are obtained.* Differentiating with respect to any parameter

Ch and then setting ( Ci, • • •, c2n ) = ( 0, • • •, 0 ) we obtain the well-known

result that each of the 2m systems of functions

I», P (h = l,2,...,2n),
dch dch

in which the constants Ch are all zero, is a solution of equations (26) formed for

the extremal arc Fi2.   Since the linear independence of the 2m solutions is a

consequence of the hypothesis that A ( x, Xi ) ^ 0 the theorem follows at once

from Lemma 3.

Theorem.   Let

yi  - yiix, Ci,     •■ , Cn), Xs   = Xa (X, Ci,   ••• , Cn)

be an n parameter family of solutions of equations (2) and (10), containing the

minimizing arc En for the values (ci, ■ • •-, c„) = (0, ■ • •, 0), and satisfying

the conditions

(48) yi(xi,ci, ■•• ,cn) = yiixi).

If the determinant
\dyi(x)\

D(x) =
dck

does not vanish identically along En then the zeros of D (x) determine the conju-

gate points to 1 OM Fi2.

The m systems of functions

P, p (* = 1,2,...,„),dck dck

where (ci, • • • , c„) = (0, •••,0), are solutions of equations (26). The

linear independence of these solutions follows from the hypothesis that

D ( x ) ^ 0.    Furthermore, it is clear from equations (48) that

dyi(xi) =

dck

The theorem is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.

* In this connection see Bolza, loc. cit., pp. 72, 623.


